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INTRODUCTION

1.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND
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Hidden Creek at the Canyon Condominiums is a multifamily community built in 1978. It consists of 38 two
story, wood framed buildings, totaling up to 130 residential units. There are two building “types” on the
property with the building exteriors composed of fiber cement cladding, vinyl windows, and steep slope
composition roofs. It is our understanding that the property is currently experiencing ice damming and
condensation issues related to roof and attic spaces.
1.2

SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work related to the first report dated October 6, 2020 was to provide a preliminary building
enclosure assessment. J2 visited the site on September 2, 2020 to perform visual observations of the exterior
envelope, including roofs and interior attic spaces. The intent of our observations was to document the roof
assemblies and attic spaces, regarding current conditions and underlying components, and to determine if
repairs and/or maintenance are required.
The scope of work related to the second report dated December 28, 2020 was to provide supplemental attic
ventilation and roofing assessment. J2 visited the site on December 2, 2020 to perform visual observations of
the interstitial space above vaulted ceilings, including roofs and interior attic spaces. The intent of our
observations was to document the conditions and ventilation path in the interstitial space above vaulted ceilings
and attic spaces and determine if the newer roofing installations corrected the noted lack of ventilations in
buildings.
To access the interior of the interstitial space, J2 provided the services of Clearcut Building Solutions (contractor)
to open and repair tests locations in vaulted ceilings. Test locations were determined by J2 and R & R
Environmental based on infrared thermographic imaging and anticipated paths of ventilation. Once a test
location was located and opened, the interstitial space conditions were viewed using a borescope camera.

2.0

BUILDING DESCRIPTION
Number of Buildings 38
Number of Stories 2
Number of Units 130
Original Dates of Construction 1978
Facility Type Multifamily
Occupancy R-2
Construction Type Wood Framed

Building Code at time of Construction UBC 1970
Current Building Code IRC 2015/ IBC 2018
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1

VENTILATION
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In the first report related to ventilation, J2 recommended that attic calculations be performed for each unit to
determine the proper amount of intake and exhaust venting for attic spaces and roof cavity spaces. This should
include interior invasive inspection into roof cavities using a small inspection camera to determine existing
conditions and ventilation, if any. Upon completion of the ventilation calculations, installation of new intake and
exhaust vents should be installed. Some corrective ventilation may need to be installed during the next
reroofing project. If construction of the building prevents the proper amount of corrective ventilation, then an
insulated static roof cavity or powered roof ventilation should be considered depending on building conditions
and construction.
In the second report related to ventilation, J2 determined that following diagram depicts the general
construction of the interstitial space above vaulted ceilings and existing paths of airflow related to ventilation
from the soffit. Soffit intake ventilation was not observed in every unit. The following diagram is not to scale.
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The following diagram depicts the general construction of the interstitial space above vaulted ceilings and
existing paths of airflow related to ventilation from the attic/ridge area.

The above diagrams represent the general conditions observed in test locations. The air path blockage at the
transition between the interstitial space and the attic/ridge area and lack of unobstructed air path above
fiberglass batt insulation in this space appear to be widespread throughout the buildings sampled. J2
recommends the installation of baffles in the interstitial space to allow for an unobstructed ventilation air path.
This should be done in conjunction with the insulation recommendation below.
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J2 also determined that some of the internal fans servicing kitchens and bathrooms did not have exhaust venting
that was tight lined to the exterior of the building. These fans exhaust into the conditioned space of the units
or into attic spaces above units in some buildings worsening the ventilation issues depicted above. J2
recommends that existing fan exhaust be tight lined to the exterior of the building or the installation of unit fans
that can exhaust the moisture in the air from kitchens, laundry areas, and bathrooms.
3.2

THERMAL INSULATION

In the first report related to thermal insulation, J2 recommended that the R-Value of existing insulation in the
attic spaces and roof cavity spaces be determined to see if there is enough insulation for the geographic location
of the buildings. For buildings that lack the correct amount of insulation, additional or new compatible insulation
should be added into the attic and cavity spaces. J2 also recommends that a review of the existing vapor barrier
conditions be determined for each unit to determine dew point location and possible conditioned air infiltration
into attic spaces.
In the second report related to thermal insulation, J2 determine that according to the 2018 International Energy
Conservation Code (IECC), Hidden Creek Condominiums resides within Zone 6 of the Climate Zone Map
indicating a “cold” climate. Zone 6 requires a minimum recommended roof insulation meeting R-49. J2
recommends that the R-Value of existing insulation (R-19) in the interstitial space be increased to meet this
recommendation. Below is the IECC recommended insulation requirements for residential construction in Zone
6:

The recommended increase in insulation may require a change in insulation types to meet the above
recommendation. Therefore, the removal of the existing fiberglass batt insulation may be required and a
change to a closed cell foam installation may be necessary. Closed cell foam insulation will also act as a vapor
retarder and an air barrier which will block water vapor diffusion and air leakage which is likely introducing warm
moist air from the unit interiors into the cold the interstitial space, in turn causing condensation.
3.3

STEEP SLOPE ROOFING

In the first report related to steep slope (shingles) roofing, J2 recommended that deteriorated shingle roofs be
removed and replaced with a new shingle roof system. While the existing shingle roofs are removed, and
evaluation of the existing plywood decking including roof cavity spaces over vaulted ceilings be performed.
Water damaged plywood decking should be replaced, and roof cavity spaces with omitted or insufficient
insulation be corrected as a part of the recommendations above related to insulation and ventilation.
Additionally, new commercial style gutter system should be installed at a lower level on the fascia to provide
improved roof drainage. The existing heat tape system should be saved and reused if possible, in the new gutter
system. J2 further recommends that removal of snow and ice from the roof and gutter areas be performed
using non-destructive methods that do not cause additional damage to shingle areas.
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In the second report related to steep slope roofing, J2 recommended that shingles roofs be removed and
replaced with a new shingle roof system This roof replacement should include the removal of wood decking to
allow for the installation of shims below the new roof decking. Shimming the new deck would allow for cross
ventilation of the interstitial space and increase the air path space for ventilation. The replacement of shingle
roofs should be a prioritized based on active leaks, condition, and age.
3.3 Supporting Photos

3.3.1 – Deteriorated shingles due to overheating
from an unventilated roof cavity and prolonged
UV exposure.

3.3.2 - Deteriorated shingles due to overheating
from an unventilated roof cavity and prolonged
UV exposure.

3.3.3 - Deteriorated shingles due to overheating
from an unventilated roof cavity and prolonged
UV exposure.

3.1.3.4 - Deteriorated shingles due to
overheating from an unventilated roof cavity
and prolonged UV exposure.
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LOW SLOPE ROOFING

In the first report related to low slope roofing, J2 recommended that the TPO roofs be removed and replaced
with a new modified bitumen or PVC roof system. The new roof system should include tapered insulation for
slope and gypsum roof coverboard for fire rating and additional durability.
3.4 Supporting Photos

3.4.1 – Omitted sealant at roof penetration
flashing.

3.4.2 – Ponding observed on TPO roof over
garage.

3.4.3 – Ponding observed on TPO roof over
garage.

3.4.4 – Holes in base flashing seams.
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3.4 Supporting Photos

3.4.5 – Omitted membrane “T-patches” at seam
intersections.
3.5

3.4.6 - Hole in gutter edge flashing due to lose
fastener below.

CLADDING AND TRIM

In the first report related to cladding and trim, J2 recommended that a targeted investigation into the water
damaged trim and cladding details to determine the extent of damage concealed behind the cladding and
underlying weather resistive barrier. This investigation would include invasive openings at targeted exterior
locations.
Invasive openings were performed at targeted locations by Clearcut Construction on December 28, 2020 and
January 14, 2021 on five buildings. This investigation, recommended in the first report, was to determine
existing construction components under the visible cladding and to identify damage from moisture infiltration.
J2 observed three different types of wall sheathing under the wall cladding and weather resistive barrier on
Buildings 11, 17, and 32, with wood fiberboard appearing to be the wall sheathing from original construction.
The placement of the wall sheathings, wood fiberboard, plywood, and oriented-strand board (OSB), did not
appear to fit a pattern and appear to be randomly placed around the buildings. This mix of wall sheathings can
cause for uneven structural loading across the panels which can fail under high wind load or seismic activity. J2
will issue a separate report regarding the investigative openings and structural issues at a later date.
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3.5 Supporting Photos

3.5.1 - Water damaged trim at through wall
flashing.

3.5.2 – Improper flashing at wall penetration.

3.5.3 – Improper flashing at wall penetration.

3.5.4 – Improper blocking and flashing used for
wall vent penetration.
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3.5 Supporting Photos

3.5.5 - Water damaged trim at through wall
flashing.
3.6

3.5.6 - Water damaged trim at window sill.

DECKS

In the first report related to decks and entry landings, J2 recommended that decks and entry landings be
reviewed by a Structural Engineer to determine building code compliance, structural condition, and remaining
service life. These decks and entry landings should be replaced or reconstructed, based on evaluation
recommendations. Analysis of guardrail connections and positive connection to buildings will be required with
this assessment to determine if they meet building code requirements. During the investigative cladding
openings J2 noted that deck to wall flashings and saddle details will need to be improved to prevent moisture
infiltration into the wall cavity.
3.1.6 Supporting Photos

3.6.1 – Water damaged structural connection
between support beam and deck column
support.
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3.1.6 Supporting Photos

3.6.3 Water damaged structural connection
between support beam and deck column
support.
3.7

3.6.4 Water damaged deck joist and boards.

MICROBIAL GROWTH

J2 observed microbial growth in the following Units and reported these findings in the second report:
•
•
•
•

Bldg. 6: Unit 6C
Bldg. 11: Units 11A & 11D
Bldg. 17: Unit 17B2
Bldg. 27: Units 27B & 27C

Due to the discovery of microbial growth the Hidden Creek HOA as arranged for baseline air testing of some
units. Refer to the R & R Environmental, Inc report in the appendix of this report for additional findings related
to microbial growth.

4.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

J2 Building Consultants, Inc. (J2) has provided the Hidden Creek Homeowners Association with two reports
dated October 6, 2020 and December 28, 2020, respectively. For the first report, J2 performed an on-site visual
assessment of the roof and attics of eight buildings and based on our observations, we determined that due to
flaws in the original design of the buildings, some attic renovations, and lack of attic and building ventilation,
there has been some condensation and microbial growth in the attic and interstitial spaces. These conditions
along with prolonged exposure to ultraviolet (UV) light have contributed to the accelerated aging of shingle roof
areas. Additionally, J2 determined that most observed areas have shingles at the end of their service life due to
aging. There was also damage to the shingles along some gutter edges related to ice removal during ice
damming conditions. The style and size of gutters on the buildings appear to be inadequate for the size of the
roof areas and weather conditions. All garage TPO roof areas have various defects related to membrane
installation, membrane and flashing holes, ponding, and flashing components and should be replaced with new
tapered roof systems.
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Water damaged areas were observed at the exterior areas of the buildings. Voids in flashings and failures in the
building envelope are evidenced by staining at windows, doors, and horizontal transitions. Additional water
damage and structural concerns were observed at residential decks and landings for several buildings. These
decks have fascia mounted wood guardrails that do not appear to meet current Code for lateral stability.
For the second report, J2 performed additional on-site assessment of ventilation in vaulted ceiling cavities, attics,
and roofs of 12 units related to 9 buildings. These additional observations were recommended based on findings
from the J2 Roofing and Attic Assessment report dated October 6, 2020. J2 provided the services of R & R
Environmental, Inc., an Industrial Hygienist, to review locations of suspected microbial growth. Based on our
visual observations, we have determined that microbial growth was found in six of the eleven units visually
inspected for microbial growth. Additionally, J2 has determined that newer roofs installed on some buildings
did not correct the lack of ventilation in the interstitial space above vaulted ceilings and on some buildings the
interstitial space appears to have minimal intake ventilation from the soffits, but a blocked air path to ridge
exhaust by fiberglass batt insulation. J2 has also determined that the existing R-19 insulation in the interstitial
space above vaulted ceilings do not meet the recommended R-49 from the International Energy Conservation
Code (IECC). J2 recommends the best course of action is to remove and replace the roofing to correct the
observed deficiencies. Remediating the assembly from the top will allow adding spray foam insulation that will
act as a continuous air barrier and vapor retarder as well as achieve code required insulation.

5.0

PROJECT LIMITATIONS

J2’s scope of work was limited to visual observations of the roof and attics at a sampling of locations. Our focus
was on the weatherization functions of the buildings. It does not include a full review of structural, life safety,
mechanical, electrical, plumbing, or other systems not related to the building exteriors. No testing or detailed
analysis was performed. J2’s opinion is based on the information that we had at the time of this report. We may
modify our opinion if more information becomes available. This report is not intended to be a comprehensive
repair scope or used as a part of an insurance claim. Contact J2 for a revised report for use related to insurance
claims.

Delvecchio D. Gray, RRC, RRO
Sr. Project Manager
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